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Foreword 

 
Our nation and armed forces are transitioning from more than a decade of war to a future that presents us with 
a range of challenges. Significant change in security policy over the past 18 months, combined with fiscal 
uncertainty means that we must re-think how the Army sustains itself in the next war, particularly as we 
transition from being an Army at war to an Army in preparation for the next conflict. 
 
This white paper is a key document for change in the sustainment community and will inform both the revision 
of the Army Functional Concept for Sustainment and the broader force modernization process. It leverages the 
Global Logistics 2020 effort, looking at the contemporary issues that will drive change in how the sustainment 
community shapes the future. It provides a broader, integrated view of national strategic issues, the industrial 
base, the generating force, and the operating force executing sustainment activities in support of the warfighter. 
 
This white paper proposes an approach called Globally Responsive Sustainment. This approach identifies a range 
of attributes that will shape the future sustainment force. It follows the Capstone Concept for Joint Operations, 
which describes the need for Globally Integrated Operations. Globally Responsive Sustainment is the Army’s 
contribution to meeting the need of Globally Integrated Operations. Globally Responsive Sustainment seeks to 
produce a sustainment system that is optimized, integrated, and synchronized, while ensuring that it is 
affordable, relevant, and avoids unnecessary redundancy. Globally Responsive Sustainment proposes a future 
sustainment force that is agile and flexible, integrated, protected, trained and ready, precise and responsive, 
and affordable. Although much of this approach for the future has yet to be realized, the “Big Ideas” that the 
sustainment community is pursuing have been identified in this white paper. These will evolve toward our vision 
of Globally Responsive Sustainment. 
 
I am confident that the concepts in this white paper will promote more ideas and that our thinking will sharpen 
as we evolve into a Globally Responsive Sustainment force. The Big Ideas in this paper are foundational. Our 
success lies in our ability to contemplate, discuss these ideas, and determine spinoff opportunities that must 
also be explored. We cannot wait. The Army is changing and so must sustainment; we must proactively 
approach this change to ensure that we are prepared to support and sustain our Army whenever and wherever 
called. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
LARRY D. WYCHE 
Major General, U.S. Army 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

 

Background  

The strategic environment of 2020 and beyond will look decidedly different from what planners envisioned at 
the start of this century. Changing priorities, varying operational environments (OE), and continuing budget 
constraints will each shape the United States national security policies. The Army will become smaller and 
leaner, yet it will need to maintain the capabilities to respond effectively and decisively to global challenges. 
Such a response requires strengthening interorganizational relationships—our unified action partners—to 
include geographic combatant commands, functional combatant commands, our sister services, other 
governmental and non-governmental agencies, private industry, international governmental organizations, and 
multinational partners. 
 
The past 10 years have seen unparalleled change during a period of high operational tempo supporting two 
concurrent operations and a number of domestic and foreign humanitarian assistance/disaster relief (HA/DR) 
missions. At no point were operations compromised by a lack of sustainment; albeit there were issues to 
resolve. The Army is now at a strategic juncture and must develop a well-grounded proposal to guide the design 
of Sustainment 2020 (and beyond) that is optimized, integrated, and synchronized, while ensuring that it is 
affordable, relevant and avoids unnecessary redundancy. Sustainment must be capable of meeting the needs of 
the Army in the future. 
 
From an Army at War to an Army of Preparation. The Army has been at war for more than 10 years. 
Sustainment has rapidly evolved, expanded and adapted, while modifying force structure, procedures, 
capabilities, and systems to meet the challenges of operating in two simultaneous theaters for a protracted 
period. These changes included moving from the Army of Excellence to the current modular construct. This 
change has resulted in a sustainment philosophy that focuses on a distribution-focused logistics system with a 
single sustainment commander in theater. This change also altered historical relationships between supporting 
and supported units, particularly at the division and corps levels, between sustainment units and G-4 staffs1, and 
arguably internally to sustainment formations. This was alluded to by the 10th Sustainment Brigade commander 
at the recent reverse collection and analysis briefing who commented, “Direct little, influence everything.”2 
 
The future strategic environment will likely differ from Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi 
Freedom.3 Recent strategic guidance has also indicated the United States (U.S.) will focus its global presence in 
the Asia-Pacific region4, presenting a range of different challenges to the military. This change from an Army at 
war to an “Army of preparation” with the potential to operate in very different environments means that the 
sustainment community must continue to adapt and prepare for the next operation. Inherent to this is an 
enduring requirement to retain the ability to globally project power and sustain forces. The pivot to the Asia-
Pacific region will require different organizational structures, greater integration of the institutional Army with 
the operating force, differing vehicles and protection and reinvestment in capabilities ignored over the past 10 
years such as joint logistics over-the-shore (JLOTS) and watercraft. The sustainment vision for addressing future 
challenges is Globally Responsive Sustainment. This is depicted in figure 1. 

 

Aim 
Describe the change in strategic guidance and problem to be addressed, including underlying considerations and 
assumptions. 
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Figure 1 – From war to peace 

 
Purpose. The purpose of this white paper is to describe the changed future strategic environment, taking into 
account the strategic guidance, outlining the implications for the sustainment community, and identifying what 
sustainment must be able to accomplish. Furthermore, it attempts to define the capabilities required to sustain 
the Army’s future unified land operations (ULO). 

The Problem 

What must the future Army, as part of a joint and multinational force, do to integrate and synchronize 
operational and institutional sustainment forces and capabilities to effectively sustain ULO? 
 
Having new strategic guidance and changes to the future strategic environment in a period of resource 
constraints means that the Army must synchronize and integrate institutional Army and operating force roles 
and responsibilities to provide the most effective framework for sustainment to support both a home station 
requirement and sustainment to a joint force in a future OE. 
 
Synchronized and integrated sustainment support will provide commanders at all levels with an assurance of 
readiness and operational support; it will also ensure combatant commanders have the forces and capabilities 
necessary to execute national security and Department of Defense (DOD) strategies. The three principal and 
interconnected roles of Prevent, Shape and Win,5 which guide the strategic framework, are listed and defined 
below. Sustainment organizations at all levels have a part to play in providing and sustaining forces across this 
framework. 
 

 Prevent: The Army prevents conflict by maintaining credibility based on capacity, readiness, and 
modernization.  

 Shape: The Army shapes the environment by sustaining strong relationships with other armies, building 
their capacity, and facilitating strategic access. 

 Win: If prevention fails, the Army rapidly applies its combined arms capabilities to dominate the 
environment and win decisively. 

 
In order to evaluate the capabilities required to sustain the future Army, it must be acknowledged that the 
sustainment system from the industrial base to the tactical level is complex and interconnected. Looking 
forward, this system must be optimized, integrated, and synchronized to ensure that it is affordable, relevant, 
and avoids redundancy. This implies that sustainment considerations must include the future OE as well as 
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strategic guidance. It ensures the Army possesses an array of organizations that have defined roles, 
responsibilities, and a range of capabilities and personnel that are trained, educated, and adaptable. Our end 
state must be a sustainment system that is lean, yet flexible, adaptive enough to expand to meet future 
operational requirements, and capable of supporting a range of military operations. The end-state solution 
allows for Globally Responsive Sustainment. 
 
Definition of Sustainment. The sustainment warfighting function is the related tasks and systems that provide 
support and services to ensure freedom of action, extend operational reach, and prolong endurance. The 
sustainment warfighting function consists of three major elements: logistics, personnel services, and health 
service support.6 This white paper proposes no changes to this definition.  
 
Sustainment has not undergone revolutionary change since the Civil War. Rather, sustainment has undergone 
evolutionary change where capabilities, technology, information systems and varying approaches to war fighting 
have provided incremental changes in processes and procedures over time. This same approach will be used to 
achieve Globally Responsive Sustainment. 

Initiatives Considered in the Development of a Solution 

The following initiatives were considered in the development of the solution: 
 

 Maximize efficiency while reducing redundancy.7 

 Create a sustainment system that integrates and synchronizes support provided by the operating and 
institutional Army. 

 Maintain effective home station sustainment support optimizing readiness. Where practicable and 
resources permitting, it should replicate the sustainment procedures to be used on operations. 

 Review the missions, roles, responsibilities and authorities of all sustainment organizations. 

 Design and field sustainment organizations that support the Army’s plan for regionally aligned forces 
(RAF), and are agile and flexible enough to meet the needs of the combatant commander. 

 Enhance force generation model relationships between sustainment units and co-located maneuver 
units in order to forge a bond of confidence.  

 Ensure a balance of sustainment capabilities are in all components of the Army. 

 Ensure capabilities residing solely in the Reserve Component (RC) are available on a potentially 
accelerated timeline consistent with the combatant commander's requirements. 

 Address the forecasted fiscal austerity. 

 Consider the support of unified action partners; future operations will not be exclusively a U.S. military 
effort.  

 Leverage and integrate joint sustainment/logistics capabilities in order to provide a more responsive and 
integrated sustainment system. 

 Provide sustainment reversibility and expansibility, in order to provide the capability to expand the 
‘Total Army’ when called upon. 

 Develop sustainment capabilities that maximize precise and responsive support to the combatant 
commander.  

 Develop sustainment capabilities that have levels of protection commensurate with the supported 
force. 

 Ensure sustainment functions and capabilities are able to sustain independent, highly mobile, and 
potent combat forces that are likely to have insecure and blurred lines of communication in their tactical 
areas of responsibility. 
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Assumptions 

The following assumptions are made in support of this white paper: 
 

 The Army will maintain the current mission command structure (corps and divisions). 

 The Army will be a smaller force, and will be required to rebalance its modernization, training, and force 
structure priorities.8 

 Massed formations will remain an option, but increasingly will not be the option of choice.9  

 Sustainment support to unified action partners will continue to challenge the sustainment community. 

 The Army will rely more on an operational reserve, especially in the sustainment community. 

 The Army will have a greater need for specialized capabilities that may not be readily available in the 
Active Component (AC). 

 Army forces will be regionally aligned, and based predominantly in the continental United States 
(CONUS).10  

 Based on fiscal realities, modernization efforts between now and 2020 are expected to only provide 
incremental improvements to capabilities.  

 The U.S. will need to maintain a viable and responsive industrial base. 

 The U.S. military will face an increasing cyber threat that applies to both military and commercial 
networks. 

 Contracts and commercial infrastructure will continue to augment military support units with facilities, 
services, and supplies to forces.  

 The Army will continue to provide support to other services, conduct executive agent responsibilities, 
and provide support to government agencies and other nations. 

 The Army will continue to rely on joint capabilities for deployment, distribution and theater opening. 

 Title 10 responsibilities will remain unchanged. 

 The Army will continue to employ security force assistance and building partnership capacity (BPC) 
operations to provide the means for other nations to conduct security or other operations. 

 

 

Summary of Key Points: 

 A change in strategic guidance, fiscal constraints and a revised future operational environment, including a shift in 
focus to the Asia-Pacific regions, means that sustainment must critically examine the capabilities it requires to sustain 
the future expeditionary Army.  

 The Army must adapt from an Army at war to an Army of preparation, remain globally responsive and adapt to future 
operational environments. 

 The three principal, interconnected roles of Prevent, Shape and Win guide the Army’s strategic framework. 

 The vision is for Globally Responsive Sustainment. 
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Chapter 2 – The Future Strategic Environment and Strategic Guidance 

 

The Future Strategic Environment 

The future Army will continue to operate in a complex environment through 2020 and beyond. Competition for 
wealth, resources, political authority, sovereignty, and legitimacy will produce a variety of conflicts between 
rapidly evolving and adaptive threats in an increasingly competitive but interconnected world. In an 
environment of decreasing resources, the Army must plan for a shift in strategic focus while preparing to 
confront these threats. Furthermore, the distinctions between threats in the future will blur because of the 
complexity of adversaries, the multiplicity of actors involved, and the ability of threats to adapt rapidly. 
Adversaries will employ anti-access and area-denial strategies, innovative tactics, and advanced technologies to 
oppose U.S. security interests.  
 
Future opponents will increasingly seek to create or capitalize on unstable conditions by challenging U.S. 
capabilities and creating a complex environment that can involve some or all types of adversaries, including 
standing conventional and unconventional forces (state and non-state), irregular militias and paramilitaries, 
terrorist groups and criminal elements. These actors are increasing in number and capabilities and may operate 
as regular, irregular, or hybrid threats that can and will challenge conventional military forces. Opponents may 
have access to standoff weaponry and other advanced technologies, such as weapons of mass destruction, to 
frustrate U.S. military operations, ensure survival of key opponent capabilities, and turn conflicts into protracted 
wars. These challenges are most acute when orchestrated as part of a deliberate campaign, but can also be 
extremely difficult when they loosely or spontaneously emerge in response to U.S. actions. The proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction adds an even more deadly complication to the environments where the Army will 
potentially have to operate and may create additional mission requirements for Army forces.  
 
Because of a heavy but essential reliance on seaports and airfields as staging areas or lodgments, U.S. forces are 
potentially constrained operationally or overmatched11 by adversaries who view this dependence as an 
exploitable vulnerability. Culture and information also greatly influence the level of overmatch. This may change 
the strategic conditions that must be effectively countered to prevent adversaries from achieving conditional 
overmatch. The joint force must respond to the threat and expand capabilities to meet national and theater 
requirements. 
 
Non-state actors and unconventional operational methods will have a greater impact on U.S. military 
operations. Responding to these types of adversaries “is already blurring the lines between civilian law 
enforcement and the military; it may also constrain and stress the use of political, economic, and military 
power.”12 Providing security in these environments requires the ability to conduct a wide range of potential 
military operations. The Army must continue to mature its capabilities to counter insurgents and extremists, 
while maintaining the ability to fight a regular or hybrid threat against state and non-state actors and their 
proxies. 
 
Continued Vulnerability of the U.S. Homeland.13 The U.S. homeland remains vulnerable to attack from 
extremist groups. Despite success in reducing the effectiveness of al-Qaeda and its affiliates, both foreign and 
domestic extremists will use terrorist tactics in attempts to strike the homeland in the future. Extremists will 
continue to recruit members and sympathizers, and religious fervor may not be their only incentive to fight. In 
addition, the expanding collaboration and cooperation between criminal enterprises and entities associated 
with extremism and terrorism will exponentially boost their potential for success. The Army must remain 
prepared to counter threats to the homeland. In most instances, the National Guard will be the first responder 

Aim: 
To understand the future operational environment, the capstone concept for joint operations, the Army capstone 
concept and the Army operating concept. 
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for the Army, supporting civil authorities. 
 
Strategic Environment Conditions. In the context of this white paper, the strategic environment is defined as 
the set of global conditions, circumstances, and influences that affect the employment of all elements of U.S. 
national power. The strategic environment contains multiple potential OEs, defined as any areas in which U.S. 
forces may operate, from a locale as small as a village to entire regions of the globe. The strategic environment 
is essentially the sum of all the OEs in which commanders and units could find themselves conducting decisive 
action. Adversaries take the means provided to them in the strategic environment and use those in conceptually 
enduring ways to achieve their ends. That is adaptive strategy. Adaptation, broadly defined, is the ability to learn 
and to adjust behaviors based on learning, and is closely linked to one’s environment and its variable 
conditions.14 A potential future operational environment is depicted in figure 2. 
 
Technology.15 Advances in technology will continue exponentially. Advances in nanotechnology will likely 
provide the impetus for most key emerging military technological breakthroughs. These breakthroughs will 
probably occur in the areas of information and communications technology, sensor or network technology, 
biotechnology, and energy storage and transfer. While the U.S. will seek to leverage these technologies to gain 
an advantage, actors that have the financial resources will also seek these technologies as they become readily 
available on a global market. 
 
Strategic Focus on the Asia-Pacific Region. The strategic guidance “Sustaining U.S. Global Leadership: Priorities 
For 21st Century Defense” indicates that the U.S. will focus its global presence on the Asia-Pacific region. As a 
result, U.S. Army Pacific has developed a document16 that identifies the implications for the Army. First, seven of 
the world’s largest armies reside in the Asia-Pacific region, with many contentious border and territorial issues 
threatening to destabilize ethnic, diplomatic and economic relationships in the region. Second, some of the most 
devastating natural and man-made disasters in recorded history have occurred in the Asia-Pacific region in the 
past decade, such as the 2004 Indian Ocean (Boxing Day) Tsunami. Therefore, the Army must maintain the 
requirement to be able to quickly and decisively deploy and sustain forces in ULO. It also implies that HA and 
disaster relief (HA/DR) missions will most likely continue, given the United States’ significant contribution to the 
Japanese Tsunami and earthquake in Pakistan. Also, note that one-third of all U.S. foreign trade transits the 
Pacific. It is important to realize that violent extremist organizations continue operations under sometimes 
favorable conditions in the region. From a sustainment perspective, significantly more littoral regions may 
necessitate a greater reliance on maritime lines of communication for both operational and tactical levels of 
sustainment. JLOTS will continue to be an important capability for sustaining a force in this region. Finally, the 
Army will continue to train, exercise and equip allies and partners to foster security and stability in the region.  
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Figure 2 – The Future Operational Environment 

 

 

Strategic Guidance – Capstone Concept for Joint Operations  

The recently released Capstone Concept for Joint Operations (CCJO): Joint Force 202017 poses the following 
challenge: How will future joint forces with constrained resources protect U.S. national interests against 
increasingly capable enemies in an uncertain, complex, rapidly changing, and increasingly transparent world? 
The CCJO proposes to address this problem with the concept of “Globally Integrated Operations” in which 
globally postured joint forces quickly combine capabilities with mission partners across domains, echelons, 
geographic boundaries and organizational affiliations. The CCJO identifies eight key elements of globally 
integrated operations: 
 

 Mission command. 

 Seize, retain and exploit the initiative. 

 Global agility. 

 Flexibility in establishing Joint forces. 

 Partnering. 

 Cross-domain synergy. 
 

Summary of Key Points: 

 The future will require execution of simultaneous operations of varying kinds (combat and reconstruction) versus 
sequential, phased operations.  Operations will be in complex and uncertain environments. 

 Army forces will face a range of threats from regular to irregular or hybrid threats. Opponents will have 
technologically advanced weapon systems. 

 Adversaries will seek to exploit perceived weaknesses such as ports, fuel supplies and communications. 

 The homeland remains vulnerable. The Army must be capable of supporting operations in the homeland.  

 The Army must be capable of rapidly deploying to provide humanitarian assistance and disaster relief. 

 The Army will continue to conduct partnership activities to foster regional security and stability.  
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 Use of flexible, low signature capabilities. 

 Increasingly discriminate to minimize unintended consequences. 
 

Globally integrated operations enable and are based on global agility. Massed formations will remain an option, 
but increasingly, they will not be the option of choice. This means that pre-positioned stocks and smarter 
positioning of delivery assets (both surface and air) combined with rapid expeditionary basing will increase 
operational reach.   
 
The CCJO also proposes a change in mission command structure. A more nimble mission command structure will 
allow resources to be allocated, shifted, and deconflicted more fluidly among combatant commanders and 
result in a more agile joint force that is able to aggregate, reconfigure, and disaggregate as required. A change in 
mission command structure means that future joint forces will be established and employed differently than 
forces functioning according to current doctrine. The CCJO recognizes that future security challenges are less 
likely to correspond with, or even approximate, existing geographic or functional divisions. The result of the 
proposed change is a future joint force organized around the specific security challenge.18 Finally, the CCJO 
recognizes that future operations will require a range of partners who bring to bear different elements of 
national power. This requires a future joint force that is capable of effectively integrating with a range of U.S. 
governmental agencies, partner militaries, and indigenous and regional stakeholders—and that future forces 
must be capable of this integration at the lowest level.   

Strategic guidance - Army Capstone Concept 

The Army Capstone Concept posits that the future Army will provide “decisive land power through a credible, 
robust capacity to win decisively and the depth and resilience to support joint force commanders across the 
range of military operations in the homeland and abroad.”19 The Army Capstone Concept proposes the 
framework of Prevent, Shape and Win and the Army must focus its forces and capabilities on the requirements 
of these three roles. The Prevent-Shape-Win framework requires that the Army conduct missions for which it is 
not primarily designed, but to which it can adapt and support due to its intrinsic capabilities, scale, and 
flexibility. Sustainment organizations must be capable of performing a range of tasks in accordance with this 
framework. Examples of these tasks are detailed below:  
 

 Prevent: Provide trained and ready forces, improve expeditionary capability, posture forces for influence 
and deterrence, equip a modern force, operate in the homeland. 

 Shape: Provide a sustained and stabilizing presence, build partners and capacity, support security 
cooperation activities, conduct steady state activities, provide HA/DR. 

 Win. Deploy rapidly, set theaters of operations, conduct ULO, sustain and conclude military campaigns.20 
 
The Army Capstone Concept provides guidance for the Army to address the CCJO problem of how the future 
joint forces with constrained resources will protect U.S. national interests against increasingly capable enemies 
in an uncertain, complex, rapidly changing, and increasingly transparent world. The supporting ideas that 
directly influence sustainment are: 
 

 Align forces regionally, to improve Army’s ability to Prevent, Shape and Win. 

 Enhance advisory capabilities for security cooperation. 

 Project military power despite anti-access and area denial challenges. 

 Adapt the force generation model and maintain an operational reserve. 
 
Army Operating Concept (Provisional). The Army Operating Concept21 describes the Army’s contribution to 
national strategic objectives within the context of Unified Action. The Army Operating Concept emphasizes the 
operational and tactical levels of war and explains how the future Army will employ its force. The Army, as part 
of the joint force, must provide a versatile mix of capabilities, formations and equipment to meet the combatant 
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commanders’ requirements. The Army must also be capable of conducting 10 primary missions,22 including 
conduct counterterrorism and irregular warfare, deter and defeat aggression, project power despite anti-access 
and area denial challenges, counter weapons of mass destruction, operate effectively in space and cyberspace, 
maintain a safe, secure, and effective nuclear deterrent, defend the homeland and provide support to civil 
authorities, provide a stabilizing presence, conduct stability and counterinsurgency operations, and conduct 
humanitarian, disaster relief, and other operations.23 
 
In order to successfully conduct Integrated Distributed Operations to Prevent, Shape and Win, the Army 
Operating Concept describes six required core competencies:  
 

 Shape the security environment. 

 Provide the theater framework. 

 Project power. 

 Conduct combined arms maneuver. 

 Conduct wide area security. 

 Conduct LandCyber operations. 
 
The Army Operating Concept requires that the Army be agile, responsive, adaptive, and globally engaged with 
the ability to overcome challenges through the use of physically separated or co-located headquarters elements 
such that they are mutually supporting independent actions unified in time and space for a common purpose. 
The Army Operating Concept also identifies simultaneity, adaptability, initiative, depth, and shock as being 
essential to Integrated Distributed Operations and describes the need for the future Army to mass effects 
through a network of units and capabilities; rapidly create combinations of Army and unified action partner 
elements, forces, and capabilities; operate effectively in urban and complex terrain; exploit special operations 
and conventional force interdependence; enable operations through sustainment; employ a combination of 
defeat and stability mechanisms; and train units and develop leaders and Soldiers. 
 

 
  

Summary of Key Points: 

 The Army must be capable of conducting the 10 primary missions that are enabled by the six core competencies. 

 Army organizations must be responsive, agile and adaptive; differing mission command structures will be required to 
enable complex, separated, mutually supporting independent actions. 

 Global agility is required as we will face anti-access challenges—deployment is a key enabler as are pre-positioned 
stocks. 

 Unified action partners must be engaged and integrated with Army organizations in order to mass elements of 
national power. 

 Leaders and Soldiers must be adaptable and have initiative. They must be experts at conducting a wide range of 
missions. 
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Chapter 3 – Implications for Sustainment 

 
The future strategic environment implies that Army sustainment must be capable of executing a range of 
mission types simultaneously. In order to do this, it is imperative that the sustainment community focus on 
supporting decisive action (offensive, defensive, and stability operations), but also ensure that sustainment 
personnel are adaptable and flexible to be able to support a range of differing mission types. Specifically, this 
implies that the force structure and equipment of sustainment units should be focused on decisive action with 
the necessary protection, mobility, firepower, and communications to enable effective sustainment of the 
supported combat organization. Sustainment leaders must be trained in, understand, and be capable of 
executing differing sustainment missions, such as BPC and HA/DR missions. When this training, education and 
experience in sustainment leaders is matched with world class organizational structures and equipment, 
sustainment organizations will be able to readily adapt to a range of missions. 

People  

Leader Attributes. The future strategic environment and strategic guidance on how the Army will operate as a 
part of the joint force within that environment will require a new set of skills for sustainment leaders. Changes 
will be required in all three components of leader development—training, education, and experience—to 
develop these capabilities. Mission requirements and resource constraints will dictate that sustainment 
effectively identifies the attributes required to build future leaders and efficiently manage efforts across the 
three components to achieve those objectives. Future leaders must understand the integration of all 
sustainment functions. They must be adaptive professionals who can think critically to solve problems as they 
support multiple mission types concurrently and adjust to evolving circumstances. They must understand and be 
able to execute mission command as they operate in this complex environment. Future leaders must be able to 
plan and execute sustainment from the tactical through the strategic levels. Strategic considerations and 
constrained resources will require that we cooperate with our unified action partners to leverage capabilities of 
agencies and organizations that have diverse perspectives and interests. Sustainment leaders must also be 
adept at gaining maximum effectiveness from the sustainment enterprises; this involves expertise in defense 
industrial base management and total life cycle systems management as well as sustainment planning and 
supply chain management across all levels. Finally, this requires us to build leaders who are skilled in achieving 
outcomes through cooperative arrangements. 
 

 Training. The principal imperative in training our sustainment leaders for the future to achieve these 
outcomes is to ensure that the training environment replicates the future OE as fully as possible. This 
applies to both individual and unit training. As the operational tempo slows and sustainers get fewer 
opportunities to support actual operations, it will be important to provide realistic training that tests their 
knowledge, skills, and critical thinking in situations as close to the conditions of the future OE as possible. 
From a sustainment perspective, complexity, ambiguity, and continual change will not be limited to combat 
missions. As a part of the training effort, we must leverage technology whenever it is feasible, realistic, and 
affordable. Simulations and gaming solutions can be used to develop and maintain perishable skills in 
varied and challenging conditions. Additionally, the requirement to deal with a range of special operations 
forces (SOF) and government and non-government organizations is increasingly the norm. Consequently, 
the Army must develop enduring relationships with SOF, government and non-government organizations, 
media, and other partner organizations so that liaison officers and appropriate staff can assist in providing 
realistic and integrated training for sustainment leaders in these areas. Especially important in ensuring 
challenging and realistic training are command post exercises, functional training and combat training 
center rotations that force sustainment leaders to adapt to a diverse set of circumstances and become 

Aim: 
Describe the implications to sustainment arising from the future strategic environment and strategic guidance, using 
the framework of people, organization, mission command and information systems, science and technology, and 
unified action partners integration. 
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experts at sustaining a range of different mission types. Leaders must proactively embrace these readiness 
exercises as a means of testing sustainment and developing and maintaining critical skills. These and other 
exercises must be designed to physically and intellectually test the participants. Where there are 
constraints on physical resources, we must still exercise the intellectual and adaptive capacities of our 
leaders, even if that means conducting tactical exercises without troops and staff rides, requiring fewer 
resources. 
 

 Education. Education includes not only our professional military education (PME) system, but also other 
educational opportunities, such as advanced civilian schooling and Army partnerships with civilian 
educational institutions. Given the complexity of the future strategic environment and limited resources, it 
is imperative that we have a comprehensive system within our PME to develop the leaders we need and 
that we manage other educational opportunities for our Soldiers and Civilians to ensure that these 
programs are meeting the educational outcomes the sustainment community requires as a part of our 
leader development program. Future leaders must be identified earlier in their careers so that training and 
follow-on functional education will provide the foundation for sustainment knowledge. Continued 
education must build on that foundation to challenge our leaders to develop the ability to apply their 
knowledge to think critically, solve complex sustainment problems creatively, and adapt quickly to 
unforeseen circumstances as the OE evolves. Education must provide a baseline in understanding the 
sustainment enterprise that our leaders can leverage in tactical, operational and strategic assignments and 
apply in broadening experiences. 
 

 Experience. The experiences we provide future leaders must complement the training and educational 
components of leader development. Though early assignments will continue to provide the foundation for 
competence at the tactical level, future operations will require that sustainment leaders start building a 
sound understanding of strategic partners and other service organizations. Future leaders must be 
identified earlier in their careers, and become comfortable and effective in a diverse set of assignments. 
Broadening will not only provide that capability, but it will also help develop personal relationships that set 
the conditions for collaboration in future operations with partners.  

 

 

Organization  

Home-station Support. Government and DOD strategic guidance has directed that the Army will be largely 
CONUS based. Furthermore, due to fiscal constraints, the sustainment community must better define how it will 
conduct home-station support for management of readiness. Implicit is the need to reduce operating costs at 
home station by reducing the use of contractors and a correspondingly increasing the use of integral Army 
sustainment capabilities. The requirement to rapidly deploy U.S. forces globally will require a readiness 
mitigation model and surge capability that can quickly remediate any issues. Any such remediation model 
requires the integrated support of industry, strategic partners and integral sustainment organizations.  
 
Agility and Flexibility in Organizational Structures. The current modular sustainment force has largely 
introduced a range of flexible organizations into the Army force structure. These sustainment capabilities must 
be continually reviewed and refined, to provide an enduring system of agility and flexibility for the Army. They 

Summary of Key Points: 

 Leaders and Soldiers must be adaptable and possess initiative, and be proficient at sustaining all mission types 
concurrently. 

 Development of future leaders must ensure that they are tactical experts with in-depth knowledge of operational and 
strategic sustainment to meet a changing strategic environment. 

 Training must be realistic to maintain experience levels and must include other government and non-government 
organizations. 

 Readiness exercises must realistically test all components of sustainment. 
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must be capable of supporting a wide range of different mission types—the core competency being sustaining 
decisive action. Two implicit requirements also exist: regional alignment of sustainment organizations (where 
resources permit) and the development of relationships between supported and supporting organizations to 
promote a shared understanding and trust. Sustainment organizations and leaders must be inherently flexible. 
 
Mission-Tailored Sustainment Forces. 2013 Army Strategic Planning Guidance has identified that the Army will 
use three of the primary missions to guide the force-sizing construct: conduct counterterrorism and irregular 
warfare, deter or defeat aggression, and defend the homeland and provide support to civil authorities.24 In 
doing so, Army units will be required to maintain proficiency in the fundamentals of ULO but may also be aligned 
to a particular mission, using the principle of mission-tailored forces. This means that some Army organizations 
may possess particular capabilities tailored for one or more specified missions. Sustainment will be required to 
support all primary mission types, requiring sustainment organizations to be experts in a wide range of 
sustainment tasks. Therefore, it may be prudent to identify specific sustainment units/organizations as “the 
lead” mission-tailored sustainment organization for a particular sustainment task, for example, theater 
establishment. This requirement would only extend to a range of specific theater level sustainment tasks. 
Mission tailoring would assist in maintaining specialized skills, knowledge, experience and capabilities within 
identified sustainment organizations. Furthermore, the maintenance of a critical sustainment task within a 
designated organization provides the nucleus of capability for rapid expansion, when and where required. 
 
Sustainment Staff Roles and Responsibilities. As strategic guidance and the future strategic environment place 
different challenges on sustainment organizations, there is a requirement to identify and better understand the 
capabilities, functions, and responsibilities that headquarters’ staffs must provide. This extends to redefining 
responsibilities and authorities25 in formation headquarters (brigade, division, and corps). Future concepts have 
identified a need to review mission command structures in order to provide flexible organizational structures. 
Commensurately, there must be a review and understanding of the sustainment staff functions, including 
required numbers, skills, and experience. It must also be determined how future sustainment information 
systems that integrate all functions of sustainment can assist staff functionality and provide an enhanced 
capability.  
 
Rapid Deployment and Theater Establishment Capabilities. The sustainment community must be capable of 
rapidly deploying Army capabilities, establishing the theater, and sustaining the deployed force. Consequently, 
this imposes a number of requirements on the future sustainment force. First, capabilities required for 
deployment and theater reception and terminal/port operation (such as theater reception capabilities) must be 
capable of meeting strategic notice to move guidance. This includes the Army’s contribution to JLOTS and 
maneuver support, particularly for operations in the Asia-Pacific region, to assist in overcoming austere locations 
and facilities. Second, rapid theater opening capabilities such as early entry petroleum, ammunition and 
contracting capabilities that enable specific missions, such as intermediate staging base (ISB) on both land and at 
sea and reception, staging, onward movement and integration (RSOI) must also meet strategic notice to move 
guidance. Third, sustainment forces must be able to establish lines of communication that utilize road, rail, 
waterway and aerial supply to move supplies, material, and equipment in order to establish and reinforce units 
in their forward areas of operation. The underlying principle proposed is that all capabilities required to deploy, 
receive, and sustain the force in the first rotation should be capable (without constraint) of meeting strategic 
guidance. Subsequent rotations should continue to come from the operational reserve. 
 
Reserve Component Integration. Sustainment must continue to embrace the RC as it provides both discreet 
capabilities as well as an operational reserve. Sustainment, and indeed the Army, will require access to the RC to 
achieve and maintain readiness. This implies a need to maintain close integration with the RC through shared 
training and integrated exercises. Ensuring that the RC and AC are closely integrated will help maintain a range 
of important skills and knowledge that have been forged and tested in battle over the last 10 years. The 
enduring problem for sustainment will be resourcing the RC component so that it remains at a level of readiness 
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that provides assurance in times of national and regional emergencies. This will require a holistic strategy, linked 
to a force generation model that determines the necessary training and resources to maintain a range of 
sustainment military occupational specialties within the RC.  
 
Special Operations Forces/Conventional Force Interdependence. Army sustainment operations must be fully 
integrated with SOF logistics operations. The nature of SOF operations puts the U.S. military in remote, austere 
and politically restricted environments often under time constraints. Army sustainment must be flexible and 
responsive enough to support SOF with common sustainment support. Army sustainment forces need to be 
capable of operating with host nations as part of security cooperation missions to enhance building partner 
nation capacity and capabilities. This will require Army sustainment forces to be able to coordinate operational 
sustainment in support of special warfare and surgical strike.  
 
Sustainment Footprint Optimization. In future OEs, access to the global commons may be restricted for 
geopolitical reasons, security, geography, or a combination of the three. The desire to quickly deploy U.S. forces 
to a theater of operations, combined with a lack of strategic access through other nation states, may mean that 
establishing and using an ISB to support an operation may not be possible. The implications are substantial for 
forces that must conduct a limited RSOI process (matching personnel and equipment). Consequently, the Army 
must further investigate force projection capabilities that mitigate the need for lengthy and deliberate RSOI 
operations.  
 
Future opponents will seek to avoid directly challenging conventional U.S. military forces and seek to exploit 
perceived weaknesses—communications, a reliance on petroleum products, and sustainment convoys are such 
examples. Consequently, the future sustainment force must be deployable, survivable, and sustainable. This 
implies that, where possible, the in-theater footprint should be kept to the optimum size. As the need to 
effectively support the deployed force remains paramount, optimum size does not translate into a minimum 
footprint. Technology and other methods of distribution should be exploited to reduce the sustainment 
footprint. Such an example is operational energy, where the ability to minimize energy consumption and/or use 
alternate energy sources could have a marked effect on distribution efforts and sustainment footprint 
optimization. It could also reduce the dependence on combat formations to protect sustainment convoys and 
nodes, reduce the risk of Soldiers to battlefield threats and potentially reduce costs. The ability to reduce 
demand on the battlefield will assist in optimizing the sustainment footprint.  
 
Protection. Theater access, vulnerable lines of communication and large sustainment nodes are targetable 
opportunities for opponents. All modes of surface movement will continue to be highly targetable opportunities. 
Joint Operations for the 21st Century requires that each element of the future force be able to protect itself 
against the range of existing and evolving threats. It proposes that this can be achieved in part through 
investment in lower signatures, countermeasures and redundancy to match likely threats. The implications for 
sustainment are significant, as considerable effort and resources committed to the self-protection task detracts 
from the primary mission of sustainment. Consequently, future force modernization efforts must continue to 
emphasize the requirement for protected mobility, communications and an ability to coordinate additional 
defensive measures when the situation requires. Sustainment forces must be capable of self protection and 
skilled in the employment of weapon systems against an opponent.  
 
Shaping Operations. The Army shapes the environment by maintaining strong relationships with other militaries 
and building their capacities. Sustainment can play a critical role in shaping operations, and must proactively 
ensure that sustainment organizations are capable of conducting such missions. Sustainment shaping operations 
may be conducted as part of a larger shaping mission in addition to being engaged in discrete missions such as 
HA/DR missions. Key capabilities required for shaping operations include both operational contract support and 
foreign military sales (FMS), with associated support and training. The sustainment community must consider 
how operational contract support and FMS can influence future operations from a perspective of generating 
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third-party industrial capacity in a region. Such investment decisions may reduce future operational costs by 
ensuring that indigenous materiel repair and rebuild capabilities are available in a region. Sustainment must be 
capable of conducting training as part of FMS.  
 
HA/DR missions are likely to be enduring tasks for Army, particularly as the United States seeks to increase its 
influence in a region and ensure that the affected state or region does not become unstable or collapse. Army 
units and in particular sustainment organizations should not be trained, structured, and equipped solely for 
HA/DR missions. Rather, these organizations must focus on supporting Army operations during times of conflict, 
but be both adaptable (people) and flexible (organizations) in order to undertake these missions. This flexibility 
and adaptability will be attainable through education, training, and practice. 
 

 

Mission Command and Information Systems  

Integrate the Joint Distribution and Deployment Enterprise and the Materiel Enterprise. The preceding 
paragraphs identified the requirement for agile, responsive and flexible sustainment organizations. This implies 
that there should be a single “touch point” for sustainment at all levels.26 The requirement to be flexible and 
agile means that sustainment must have organization and mission command structures that are capable of 
performing all functions of sustainment. Independent organizations managing stove-piped functions within the 
broader function of sustainment are neither effective nor efficient. Streamlined sustainment organizations used 
for deployment should also be replicated within the home station support model. This will provide confidence 
that a sustainment commander is aware of his operational requirements, familiar with the supported 
organization, therefore developing mutual trust, understanding, and awareness. Consequently, integrating 
differing enterprises will assist in ensuring that sustainment can sustain the supported commander in the most 
effective and responsive manner. 
 
Sustainment Information Systems and Common Processes. Future sustainment organizations require a 
sustainment information system, with common processes, that is capable of supporting both operations and 
strategic management of DOD materiel logistics resources. A key requirement of the sustainment information 
system, in addition to providing effective support to the warfighter, is to support higher level reporting 
requirements. The sustainment information system must be highly automated, intuitive, interactive, and 
predictive to deliver timely, accurate information as required and on demand to support decision making, 
planning and routine operations (specifically forecasting demands). It must be capable of supporting all common 
sustainment functions and processes—including joint processes. It must also accommodate essential differences 
of unique OEs and be interoperable with other DOD, U.S. government, coalition partner, and contractor 
systems, including those of strategic providers and industry. It will provide the opportunity for better decision 
making, improving effectiveness. The challenge will be to ensure that the sustainment information system is 
affordable, and that current systems are capable of being incrementally developed while maintaining 
interoperability and support to the warfighter. The sustainment information system must have an inherent 
sustainment common operational picture (COP) for the successful sustainment of future operations. The COP 
must support all functions of sustainment and it must allow visibility from the “enterprise to the edge” for the 
Army as well as the other services. The data available through the COP must not only include operational 

Summary of Key Points: 

 Sustainment must be structured for decisive action, but must be capable of adapting to a range of different mission 
types. 

 The future sustainment force structure should seek agility and flexibility through habitual relationships and enabled 
mission command structures. 

 There must be a re-emphasis on sustainment staff appointments in formation headquarters, including the redefining 
of responsibilities and authorities. 

 The capabilities required for early entry operations must be capable of meeting strategic deployment timelines. 

 Sustainment must be capable of building partnership capacity.  
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information, but sustainment, human resources, finance, contracting, health, and patient and personnel 
tracking. The development of a sustainment information system that provides a COP will enable sustainment to 
provide the support and services that ensure freedom of action, extend operational reach and prolong 
endurance. 
 
Visibility, Redundancy, and Assured Communications. The future strategic environment has highlighted the 
significant threat to communications and information systems through cyber attack. A protected, assured 
information architecture/communications network is vital to effective sustainment. This network must provide 
sustainers with real-time information to permit informed decision making. Access to an assured communications 
system at all levels of sustainment, protected from cyber threats, is a critical requirement for future operations.  
 
Sustainment Precision. The realities of supporting the force in a future OE under a constrained budget means 
sustainment has to be precise both in forecasting demands (from the tactical through the strategic level) and 
delivering the supplies and services quickly. Precision will assist in maintaining endurance, reach, and freedom of 
action for the supported commander.   
 

 

Science and Technology 

Army and DOD Priorities. The Army and the DOD have identified a number of investment priorities for science 
and technology. Those priorities which directly influence sustainment are: 
 

 Reduce the expense of storing, transporting, and waste handling of consumables. 

 Improve early detection of traumatic brain injury. 

 Improve operational energy. 

 Reduce lifecycle cost of future Army capabilities. 

 Autonomy (DOD priority). 

 Data-to-decisions (DOD priority). 27 
 
Emerging Technology. Technological developments will assist in reducing demand and providing timely 
sustainment effects to the warfighter, and will ultimately reduce the exposure of Soldiers to potential threats 
such as improvised explosive devices. Sustainment must continue to proactively evaluate emerging technology 
based on the priorities listed above. Current sustainment technological areas under consideration include: 
 

 Reduction or offsets in energy and water consumption. 

 Nanotechnology. 

 Modernized Army watercraft systems with adequate force protection and C4ISR28 capabilities, compatible 
with U.S. Navy platforms. 

 Unmanned distribution capabilities (air, maritime, and land). 

 Electronic support measures for real-time tracking of materiel, stocktaking, and total asset visibility. 

 Remote prognostic and diagnostic capabilities and component failure reporting. 

 Predictive analysis consumption tools. 

Summary of Key Points: 

 Future operations require a sustainment information system that provides visibility from the strategic level to the 
tactical level consumer. 

 The future sustainment information system must provide greater forecasting abilities as well as provide greater 
feedback to the end consumer (demand satisfaction/status). 

 Joint processes and systems must be developed (with the information system) to provide interoperability, 
responsiveness and flexibility between the services. 

 Sustainment requires protected communications and information systems. 
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 Remote part manufacturing systems (3D printing technology). 

 Secure communications networks that are able to effectively counter any cyber threat. 

 Smart weapon systems controlled remotely for the protection of critical sustainment nodes, including non-
lethal weapon systems. 

 Airlift (including future vertical take-off and landing platforms) and precision aerial delivery capabilities. 

 Sensors for facial recognition, automatic target recognition, identification, and countering threats. 

 Speech recognition, heads up displays. 

 Robots capable of conducting basic sustainment tasks. 

 Rapid sustainable expeditionary basing capabilities. 

 Comprehensive Soldier fitness, resiliency, and sustainment. 

 Effective means to deliver and secure energy via traditional and organic means. 

 Advancements in food types, packaging, and delivery systems to sustain Soldiers. 
 
Rapid Acquisition and Modification of Equipment. As technology continues to rapidly evolve, DOD will continue 
to seek the most modern and technologically advanced weapon systems. In the short term, because of fiscal 
constraints, some prudent risk may be accepted in limiting system upgrades or delaying capability acquisition. In 
addition, future resource constraints and increased technology pace of change may lead to “buy less more often 
with more capability” and prolonged life-cycles of materiel requiring more adaptive and innovative materiel 
management (life-cycle management) solutions. U.S. involvement in conflicts since 1941 has demonstrated that 
the Army will continue to develop, field and upgrade systems during times of conflict. Consequently, the ability 
to rapidly field and/or modify weapon systems during a period of conflict will endure and sustainment must be 
capable of conducting these activities in future conflicts.  
 

 

Unified Action Partners Integration  

Industry. A strong and viable U.S. industrial base capability is necessary for the military (and coalition partners) 
to be decisive and win. DOD, in conjunction with industry, must ensure that the industrial base can continue to 
produce, and increase production, of military materiel, ordnance, and services in a time of mobilization and 
conflict. Without this investment, assurance and commitment it will not be possible for the military to maintain 
the strategic initiative with rapid deployment and execution of decisive operations. Industry support will not be 
solely limited to materiel and ordnance production. During times of war, industry will be asked to research and 
develop new capabilities or modify existing capabilities. Likewise, the provision of services, facilities and other 
support through operational contract support is a key enabler. Strong commercial bonds, where appropriate, 
feasible and affordable, should be developed and exercised during peace time in order to ready for times of 
conflict.  
 
Strategic Partners. The military’s link to industry is through Defense and Army strategic components such as the 
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), the Army Materiel Command (AMC), and the Assistant Secretary of the Army for 
Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology (ASA[ALT]) and, from a human resources and financial management 
perspective, the Human Resources Command and Defense Finance and Accounting Services. Strategic partners 
also have the internal capability to generate logistics effects such as the provision of services, manufacturing of 
repair parts, and rebuilding of equipment. This capability, coupled with an enduring relationship with industry, 
means that strategic partners are an integral component in the generation of military power—and consequently 
sustainment effects—at all levels of war. A report by the Defense Business Board29 highlights that there are 
duplicated responsibilities between the services for materiel life cycle management as well the procurement of 

Summary of Key Points: 

 Exploit technology to increase operational effectiveness, reduce the risk to soldiers and reduce demand. 

 Sustainment must maintain a capability to rapidly acquire, modify or technologically enhance equipment during 
operations. 
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spares. While there is no doubt this issue has arisen as a result of the separate service funding mechanisms, 
there are inefficiencies (indirect savings) that need addressing. Examples of such inefficiencies are inadequate 
end-to-end visibility, limited interoperability between information systems, lack of common metrics and 
definitions, numerous “hand-offs” between organizations and weak governance leading to longer lead times, 
excess inventory and stockpiling, and duplicative activities and systems.30 Given that current financial 
restrictions are likely to continue to affect the U.S. military, there must be a considered approach to maintaining 
effectiveness even though organizational efficiencies may be required by budget constraints.31 While there may 
be opportunities to streamline and improve business processes at this level, a strong reliance on the logistics 
effects provided by strategic partners remains enduring. 
 
Joint. Joint is as much a mindset as it is a doctrinal philosophy. “Jointness” is often touted as a route to 
efficiencies and structural streamlining and while that may be achievable, they should not be the underpinning 
reasons why joint military approaches are developed. Joint military capabilities in relation to preparing, 
deploying and fighting the combined arms battle (Prevent, Shape, Win) has to be based on sound operational 
requirements. The support of one component through another is not wholly joint—that is instead defined as 
joint interdependence. This is fundamentally different from empowering a coordinating and controlling 
headquarters to make prioritized decisions for the operational control of component elements. Depending on 
the operation and the supported and supporting intercomponent relationships, a single-service set of practices 
may be the preferred solution for joint effect. Therefore, there is a need to maintain single service practices but 
organizations working at the joint level need the knowledge of each system and the ability to adapt to, adopt, 
and embed into the most appropriate process. 
 
From a sustainment perspective, a joint approach must not reduce the effectiveness of support; it must deliver 
more capability for the same cost or the same for less in relation to personnel and assets. This philosophy could, 
and arguably should, be employed within both the home station and the theater. Embracing the joint 
philosophy within the home station environment allows for the broad education and employment of personnel 
and development of practices easily transferred to the warfighting environment. Component self-sufficiency will 
be the starting point for any operational planning activity. This in turn will support the capabilities developed in 
terms of equipment and goods, but the support thereafter, whether on exercise or deployment can follow a 
joint model. CONUS-based cross-component warehousing and distribution networks will most likely provide 
efficiencies and clearer asset visibility. However, the development of truly combined-arms and joint 
organizations must also be embraced to support joint concepts and developments. 
 
Army Support to the Other Services/Joint Interdependence. While operating in a joint environment the Army 
has certain support requirements. Army Support to other services supports the joint force. Given the future 
strategic environment, it is unlikely that these responsibilities will diminish over time. Rather, they may increase 
as the services seek to divest themselves of duplicated capabilities. Consequently, sustainment must be capable 
of executing this support for the other services and this means that a range of inherent flexibility and capacity 
must be resident in the deployable sustainment organizational design.  
 
Working with other U.S. Government Agencies and Non-Government Agencies. Recent events around the 
world demonstrate how military forces are increasingly assisting in a variety of civil crises and national 
emergencies using different methods and working with agencies with which they have had limited or no 
interaction in the past. Joint and interagency operations are becoming the norm and an integral part of 
successful operations across the spectrum of conflict, and this will continue into the future. This means that 
sustainment organizations must be able to support and work with a range of government and non-government 
agencies. This is particularly true for any natural disaster or attack on the U.S. homeland. Notwithstanding, 
sustainment leaders must be educated, skilled, and practiced in the art of dealing with other government and 
non-government organizations with the emphasis placed on the importance of joint and interagency 
cooperation. 
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In addition, sustainment leaders will be required to effectively communicate messages to key public officials 
through communication synchronization efforts via mainstream media organizations and new media outlets 
(e.g. blogs, social media, websites), as adverse media issues will have strategic consequences.32 This means that 
sustainment leaders at all levels need skills to effectively interact with media organizations. It may mean that 
sustainment leaders and organizations of the future will need to more closely integrate media/public affairs 
liaison teams in the organization. While these two issues may not be the norm in every operation/conflict, there 
will be an increasing requirement to manage the 24-hour media effect and the impact it has on world opinion 
and local effects, as it has strategic consequences.  
 

 
  

Summary of Key Points: 

 DOD must maintain a strong link with industry and maintain enduring relationships through shared understanding 
and exercising of the commitment.  

 Efficiencies in logistics within the Institutional Army should be examined in order to realize effectiveness increases 
and efficiencies. 

 There must be sustainment depth in the industrial base and strategic partners.  

 The Army must be capable of sustaining joint operations. 

 Sustainment organization must be capable of supporting government and non-government organizations—
particularly in the homeland environment. 

 Sustainment leaders must be experts at dealing with the media and available mediums. 
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Chapter 4 – What Sustainment Must Do – Globally Responsive 

Sustainment 

 

What Sustainment Must Do 

The analysis of the 10 primary missions33 identifies a number of potential Army tasks, ranging from readiness to 
offensive operations. Using these Army tasks, the joint phases, the Army Universal Task List, and the future 
strategic environment, subsequent analysis has identified nine key tasks sustainment must be capable of 
supporting. These nine key sustainment tasks will be used to identify broad capabilities that the Army must 
possess in order to be successful in future operations. The proposed nine key sustainment tasks that enable the 
Army to conduct the 10 primary missions are enabled by the functions of sustainment: logistics, personnel 
services, and health support. The nine key sustainment tasks are listed in figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 – Analytical Framework 

 

The Solution—Globally Responsive Sustainment 

Globally Responsive Sustainment seeks to ensure that the future sustainment system is optimized, integrated, 
and synchronized, thereby ensuring that it is affordable, relevant, and avoids unnecessary redundancy. Globally 
Responsive Sustainment must be capable of executing the nine key sustainment tasks in the future environment. 
To be capable of doing this, sustainment must possess a range of attributes that shape the development of the 
future sustainment force. This is illustrated in figure 4. 
 

 Agile and flexible. Globally Responsive Sustainment must be capable of providing a range of sustainment 
effects to the joint force through the use of agile and flexible organizations. It must support multiple 
operations, when and where required, regardless of the infrastructure available. It must be able to mission 
tailor the sustainment force so that it can meet the needs of the supported commander. This will permit the 
Army to rapidly respond to a diverse range of missions and tasks.  

 Integrated. Globally Responsive Sustainment must continue the transition to a force that is fully integrated 
and interoperable. The requirement for integration extends to private industry, strategic providers and joint 
organizations, but also training, sustainment information systems and processes. Furthermore, future 
operations will require integration with the full range of unified action partners. 

Aim: 
To be able to describe what sustainment must be capable of doing—Globally Responsive Sustainment. 
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 Protected. Future operations will always present a risk to Soldiers’ lives. Sustainment units must be capable 
of self protection, and when required, have the same mobility, protection, firepower, and communications 
as the fighting formation that it supports. It requires continual investment in technology to reduce the risk 
to Soldiers through better protection and weapon systems and automation.  

 Trained and Ready. The success of Globally Responsive Sustainment will rest with the quality of personnel 
and their training. Personnel must be trained and educated, exercised, and ready to conduct a wide range of 
tasks in support of the future Army. Understanding the breadth of strategic partners, contractor support, 
and global supply chains will require leaders capable of critical thought. Decision-support tools and 
harnessing of technology will also change the way these skill sets are learned. 

 Precise and Responsive. The goal for future operations is to achieve precise effects with minimum planning 
and response time. It requires the investment in distribution based logistics to ensure the right materiel, 
personnel and supplies can be provided at the right time, at the right place, in the right condition. It requires 
a system that is tailorable, predictive and responsive, supported by a COP that provides situational 
awareness. The system must be capable of providing predictive information, sustainment modeling and 
decision support to identify future requirements and assess the capacity of the sustainment system. 
Potentially, such a system could replace sustainment mass with information and speed, thereby reducing 
inventory holdings through improved responsiveness and accuracy of delivery. 

 Affordable. The future sustainment system must be capable of generating and providing sustainment 
support to the Army, which is affordable. Ensuring that a future sustainment capability is affordable can be 
addressed in multiple ways, from reducing demand on the battlefield, through to reducing duplicated 
capabilities and inefficient processes. It also requires a mindset change for both sustainers and warfighters, 
with a balance between effectiveness versus efficiency.  

 

 
Figure 4 – Globally Responsive Sustainment 
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Measuring Success of Globally Responsive Sustainment—Sustainment 

Performance Metrics 

Higher levels of doctrine establish the philosophy and principles underpinning the Army’s approach to 
warfighting. Doctrine provides a military organization with a common philosophy, language, purpose, and a 
unity of effort. As such, the principles of sustainment provide the foundation for sustainment operations and are 
crucial to successful military planning and actions, from the squad to the theater command levels.34 Current 
doctrine, including the eight principles of sustainment, has identified that successful sustainment planning 
should provide the commander with the imperatives of operational reach, prolonged endurance, and freedom 
of action.35  
 
However, these principles are philosophical in nature and do not provide an analytical basis for measuring the 
performance of Globally Responsive Sustainment, particularly future modernization efforts. As such, the 
performance metrics (conceptual themes) of visibility, velocity, precision, and integration (V2PI) should be used 
to express a gap (or a proposed solution) in a manner that is easily understood and readily demonstrates the 
potential impact on future operations:  
 

 Visibility. It enables responsive sustainment management, achieved through superior situational awareness 
(using a sustainment information system), a COP, total asset visibility, personnel tracking, and effective 
physical distribution services. 

 Velocity. The reduction of distribution cycle times through management. It involves the exploitation of 
guaranteed physical distribution networks, systems, and data communications and utilizes more capable 
distribution assets. The end state is a reduction in the distribution cycle times providing required materiel to 
the organization at the right time. 

 Precision. The ability to deliver the right supplies and services, in the right quantity and at the right time and 
place. In transcends the ability to forecast demands more precisely, as well as the ability for the distribution 
system to deliver the supplies and services precisely and on time. It also means that the sustainment 
information system must be capable of responding and providing the consumer (demander) information 
about when the supply or service will be provided. 

 Integration. The coordination and synchronization of sustainment assets, organizations and information at 
the highest level in concert with maneuver support planning. It involves the unity of command, maintaining 
a COP, imposing technical control on sustainment assets and the ability to respond with timely decision 
making. Fundamental is the ability to monitor, measure and manage end-to-end sustainment activities 
(through a sustainment information system) in order to reduce the degree of friction (organizational, 
information and process). 

 
The relationship between the principles, operational imperatives, and performance metrics is shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5 – Performance Attributes 

Achieving Globally Responsive Sustainment— The Theoretical Transformation 

Model 

Achieving Globally Responsive Sustainment will require efforts to be based upon clearly delineated lines of 
effort. Possible lines of effort are people, organization, mission command and information systems, science and 
technology and unified action partners. The analysis must measure the impacts of the Globally Responsive 
Sustainment attributes against the five lines of efforts, measuring the gaps using V2PI. The end state will be a 
sustainment system that is capable of meeting the Army’s requirements for operating in the future. This 
Globally Responsive Sustainment transformation process is described in figure 6. 

 
Figure 6 – Theoretical Transformation Model 
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Transformation— The Big Ideas 

A range of “Big Ideas” have been developed to help achieve Globally Responsive Sustainment. These ideas focus 
on meeting the implications as described in Chapter 3 of this paper and current strategic guidance. The Big Ideas 
are: 
 

 Producing creative and adaptive leaders and Soldiers. 

 Enabled mission command and training for sustainment forces. 

 Institutional Army, operating force and strategic partner integration. 

 Special operating forces (SOF) and conventional forces (CF) integration. 

 Effective integration of Ready RC. 

 Maintenance of a viable industrial base capability and capacity. 

 Integration of Army into Joint Logistics Capabilities. 

 Maintain a globally deployable, expeditionary Army. 

 Enabled rapid global response through pre-positioned stocks, smarter positioning of deliver assets and the 
development of rapid expeditionary basing. 

 Further development of a sustainment information system. 

 Exploitation of sustainment capabilities to support shaping operations. 

 Improve sustainment precision through the exploitation of technology. 
 
Future Capability Focus Areas. To be able to implement the Big Ideas and meet the requirements for Globally 
Responsive Sustainment, a range of future capability focus areas have been developed to inform the 
transformation model, shown in figure 6 above. These focus areas will be analyzed, solutions determined, and 
implemented (where appropriate). The future capability focus areas are in Appendix 1. 
 

 

  

Summary of Key Points: 

 Sustainment must be capable of performing nine key tasks to enable the Army to conduct the primary missions. 

 Globally Responsive Sustainment provides a framework for developing the future sustainment force. The attributes of 
Globally Responsive Sustainment are: agile and flexible; integrated; protected; trained and ready; precise and 
responsive, and affordable. 

 Sustainment must be capable of measuring effectiveness using the performance attributes of visibility, velocity, 
precision and integration (V2PI). 

 Sustainment must progress the Big Ideas, using the theoretical transformation model, to determine required 
capabilities.  

 The Big Ideas have been developed to help achieve Globally Responsive Sustainment. 
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Appendix 1 – Future Capability Focus Areas 

The Army requires: 
 

 Leaders and Soldiers who are adaptive and creative thinkers. 

 Investment and development of both doctrine and leader development for conventional force logistics 
support to SOF. 

 The capability to plan, integrate, and manage operational contract support actions (to include both requiring 
activity and contracting related tasks), in a joint OE, to enable prompt and sustained operational contract 
support during unified land operations. 

 A sustainment force structure that is capable of expanding when required, and capable of supporting a 
range of differing operations types, globally, on short notice. 

 Sustainment early entry capabilities that are capable of meeting future operational deployment timeframes. 

 A sustainment force structure that provides home station support. 

 Sustainment organizations that are trained, equipped, and resourced to meet Army guidance. 

 The capability to project power (deploy and redeploy) from installations/expeditionary locations to Aerial 
Port of Embarkation/Seaport of Embarkation within prescribed timeframes. 

 A modular, scalable, networked and flexible health service support force structure. 

 A human resources and financial management capability under unified systems of record, providing a COP 
to Army warfighters, capable of supporting all three Army service components. 

 A capable and viable industrial base for the generation and ongoing support to the Army. 

 A strategic-level logistics high payoff team that is responsive within the first 72 hours and coordinates, 
synchronizes, and integrates logistics efforts of strategic-level partners for the first 30 to 90 days of a crisis 
or joint operation. 

 A sustainment capability that is capable of supporting BPC.  

 A sustainment information system that provides a sustainment COP with visibility from the strategic level to 
the tactical level, capable of integrating with joint and government partners. 

 The capability to sustain operations under conditions of limited resources through the increased use of 
energy efficient technology and renewable energy sources and to deploy and employ systems that reduce 
demand for energy, fuel and water. 

 Leverage technology for the development of future sustainment capabilities. 

 The capability to detect, locate, identify, diagnose, render safe, exploit, and dispose of all explosive 
ordnance, improvised explosive devices, improvised/homemade explosives and weapons of mass 
destruction. 

 Watercraft to support operational agility through the delivery and sustainment of operationally significant 
forces to the point of employment. 
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Glossary 

AC Active Component 

AMC Army Materiel Command 

ASA(ALT) Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics, and 

Technology 

BPC Building Partnership Capacity 

CCJO Capstone Concept for Joint Operations 

CONUS Continental United States 

COP Common Operational Picture 

DLA Defense Logistics Agency 

DOD Department of Defense 

FMS Foreign Military Sales 

ISB Intermediate Staging Base 

JLOTS Joint Logistics Over-the-Shore 

HA/DR Humanitarian Assistance/Disaster Relief 

OE Operational Environment 

PME Professional Military Education 

RAF Regionally Aligned Forces 

RC Reserve Component 

RSOI Reception, Staging, Onward Movement, and Integration 

SOF Special Operations Forces 

ULO Unified Land Operations 

U.S. United States 

V2PI Visibility, Velocity, Precision and Integration 
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